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we dare to, because we can achieve together
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ABOUT TCLI FOUNDATION
With our art, culture, and literature we are
empowering one feat at a time.
To Conquer. We Conquer. Together.

Towunmi Coker Literary Initiative (TCLI)
Foundation is a non-profit organization focused
on providing solutions to mitigate against
existing community gaps by providing
educational and social programming with three
core foundational pillars – financial stability,
quality education and safe health practices.
TCLI Foundation is geared towards effecting
societal changes through literature, arts and
culture. Building a strong community and
reinforcing shared spaces to aid one another,
towards strength, freedom, independence and
satisfaction.
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TOWUNMI COKER

founder and executive director

"It is a great privilege to serve, through serving and volunteering we are
able to help others in the best way we can. Volunteering helps us to be
selfless, and provide service to people in need of it. Through
volunteering we are able to make our community better with our
presence, skills, contribution and resources. No matter the task, what
matters is the selflessness and kindness that comes with it. More
importantly, the joy in seeing another person happy, and realizing how
you contributed to this. I hope whatever role you choose at TCLI, and
how best you choose to volunteer, you find fulfillment, and it brings you
joy.
We are honoured to have you, because together we can."

MISSION STATEMENT
To empower marginalized individuals
in our community, give voice to the
voiceless, hope to the despondent
and light out obscure areas.
OUR VISION
Using literature, arts and culture
we hope to empower Canadians
in health, finance and education.

OUR GOALS
Our ultimate goals are in wholeness,
wellness and well-being of all
Financial Stability
Quality Education
Safe Health Practises
CORE VALUES
Determination
Diligence
Dedication
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TCLI PROGRAMS

TCLI DIGITAL LIBRARY
The TCLI Digital library is a digital
library through which TCLI provides
resources to people. We have a web
library and an app library through
which users can browse through for
different books (ebooks, audiobooks,
etc.).
SISTERHOOD
Sisterhood is a series of
conversations on issues of
critical concern to African
women living in Canada.
FINANCIAL WORKSHOP SERIES
Workshops for adults and youth to
educate individuals on healthy
spending and finance practices.
BOOK CLUB
Through our book club, individuals
are able to read books from our
library and discuss it.
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TCLI DIGITAL LIBRARY
The TCLI eLibrary is a digital library developed to
improve access to books. It functions as a
physical library and improves access for books to
aid education by providing different genres and
categories rich in journals, literatures and books
to aid reading and learning.
This is in line with TCLI's goal towards effecting
societal changes through literature, arts and
culture. Building a strong community and
reinforcing shared spaces to aid one another.

SISTERHOOD
Sisterhood is a program created for African women to
help them build a tribe and a community. The goal of
Sisterhood to build a safe space for intercultural
intersection towards progress, diversity and inclusion.
This program offers support in networking, financial
literacy, and is an opportunity to unwind. Some of the
topics that are explored in Sisterhood are business,
branding, mental health, networking, community, self
empowerment, life-long learning, community
engagement, and family support.
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FINANCIAL WORKSHOPS
ADULT

The TCLI Foundation hosts financial sessions for
adults that explore saving and investing money,
while also working towards financial
independence.

STUDENTS
Many students have student loan and do not have
a strategy for paying them off. This can have
detrimental consequences. TCLI helps students
build a sustainable future and become
financially independent.

YOUTH
The TCLI Foundation facilitates creative
engagements towards financial literacy. Some
examples include virtual summer camps, puzzles,
games and poetry.
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BOOK CLUB
The TCLI Foundation's book club is for kids ages
five to eleven years old. In the book club, our
volunteers read books from our digital library to
the children. The kids also read books from the
digital library with guidance from our volunteers.
In addition, the kids have the opportunity to
make book suggestions to read during book club.
Join this family and start or join an existing book
club with TCLI!
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HELPFUL TIPS TO
CONSIDER ABOUT
VOLUNTEERING

We recommend taking these tips into consideration
when applying to volunteer with TCLI Foundation
and also utilize them while volunteering!

COMMUNICATE
Communication is a very valuable
skill to have when working with the
TCLI Foundation. It is important to
practice constant and open
communication with your direct
supervisor.
THINK CRITICALLY

BE CREATIVE

Reflect on what the TCLI Foundation
is doing that other organizations are
not. Put simply, what makes the TCLI
Foundation 'stand out'?

The TCLI Foundation is looking for
volunteers that are creative - what
unique skills, insights or knowledge
can you bring to the TCLI
Foundation?

RESEARCH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
Visit the websites and social media
pages of other organizations to gain
insight into what other organizations
are doing! This information can be
useful for TCLI Foundation when
creating new content and workshops
for clients!

ASK QUESTIONS
Whether it is before, during or after
your volunteer period with the TCLI
Foundation, it is important to ask
questions and seek clarification when
needed. We would be happy to
answer any questions you may have!
Volunteers are always able to request
a meeting if that would be of benefit.
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STEPS TO BECOMING A
VOLUNTEER
Follow these steps and you will be the TCLI
Foundation's star volunteer in no time!
1. Research TCLI Foundation
familiarize yourself with the mission
statement, core values, and our goals
2. Visit TCLI Foundation social media accounts
3. Think about the volunteer positions available
what skills can you bring to certain
positions?
How much time can you dedicate to your
position each week/month?
4. Email info@tclifoundation.ca to inquire about
open volunteer positions and to schedule an
interview
5. After you have an interview, the TCLI
Foundation will contact you to let you know
whether you recieved a position or not
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VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
available with the TCLI Foundation

Book Club Coordinator
organize and facilitate our book club
Social Media Manager
coordinate social media posts and
content, run social media accounts
Facilitator
facilitate one of our programs
Project Coordinator
coordinate specific project activities;
develop and monitor working
templates; provide suggestions
towards adaptation and improvement
of programs
Graphic Designer
create designs, templates, flyers,
posters, graphic contents and social
media posts that capture TCLI
activities and programs

Video Editing
edit video footages from events and
programs, compile footage into
videos, animation, creative videos on
TCLI activities
Videographer
record events and programs
Creative Designer
create designs and content towards
improvement of project activities
Grant Writer
research and apply for grants that
align with our mission statement,
values and goals
Support Personnel
provide support for TCLI activities by
responding to emails and chats
support on the digital library
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VOLUNTEER POSITIONS IN
EACH PROGRAM
TCLI DIGITAL LIBRARY

coordinator, support personnel, facilitator,
graphic designer,

SISTERHOOD

facilitator, support personnel, creative
designer, graphic designer

FINANCE WORKSHOPS

facilitator, creative designer, graphic
designer

BOOK CLUB

coordinator, graphic designer, support
personnel

If you have skills that you
think would be valuable to
TCLI that are not listed
above, please contact
info@tclifoundation.ca to
discuss this further!
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CONTACT US
EMAIL

info@tclifoundation.ca

PHONE

+1 (587) 874-0406

INSTAGRAM (TCLI FOUNDATION)
@tclifoundation

FACEBOOK (TCLI FOUNDATION)
TCLI Foundation

INSTAGRAM (TCLI DIGITAL LIBRARY)
@tclilibrary

TCLI FOUNDATION
VOLUNTEER APPLICATION FORM

VOLUNTEER APPLICATION FORM
position you are applying for:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SECTION 1
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Are you over the age of 18? ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

SECTION 2
Previous Volunteer/Work Experience: : ________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Other information (education, valuable skills, etc.): ____________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Why do you want to volunteer with TCLI? ______________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Languages Spoken: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SECTION 3
Availability and Volunteer Assignment Preferences: (please check all that apply)
_____ Weekends
_____ Monday
I am available:
_____ Tuesday
_____ Wednesday
_____ Thursday
_____ Friday

_____ Mornings

_____ Afternoons
_____ Evenings
_____ As Needed

How many hours a week can you provide? ___________________________________________________________________________________
When can you start? ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Comments: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________

________________________

Signature of Applicant

Date

Thank you for your interest in volunteering with the TCLI Foundation! We will be in contact with you about your application!
https://tclifoundation.ca - info@tclifoundation.ca - +1(587)874-0406
Edmonton, Alberta

